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Strada OToebehoren

Artikelnummer: KK3000000

Zaagmal voor 
opbouwwastafel 380 mm 
rond met overloop
Strada O zaagmal voor opbouwwastafel 380 mm rond 
met overloop.

Kleur: 00 - 

Meer product details:
Type: Opbouwwastafel
Netto gewicht (kg): 0.1

STRADA 38CM VESSEL BASIN
TEMPLATE AND INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Position template on countertop and mark off.
2. Cut hole in countertop to template size,
3. Apply waterproof sealant to the rim of the basin and the countertop. 
Ensure good coverage over the entire mating surfaces.
4. Locate the basin on to the countertop and press firmly all around 
the basin to acheive a good seal.
5. Fit waste (seal in with silicon sealant under waste flange)
6. Fit fixing bracket up against the waste back nut, and
secure in place with the back nut supplied with the fixing bracket.
7. Tighten up the two M5 screws through the threaded holes in the
fixing bracket.
8. Remove surplus sealant.
NOTE: Whether the countertop is to be tiled or finished in laminated 
plastics, it is recommended that the finished surface be extended 
under the basin rim.
Waterproof sealant not supplied.

Waterproof sealant not supplied.

Ideal Standard pursues a policy of continuing improve-
ment in the design and performance of its products. 
The right is, therefore, reserved to vary specifications 
without notice.
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